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During the 1990’s major electricity markets reforms have been implemented in the Nordic countries, i.e. Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. The reform process started in Norway in 1991, continued in Finland 1995 and Sweden 1996, and was completed by Denmark in 2000. At the same time the national electricity markets have been opened up for cross-border trade. As a result the Nordic countries form a multinational integrated electricity market with competition in generation and retailing and a common power pool (Nord Pool).

This paper deals with Western Denmark that was integrated in the Nordic power market in 1999. Western Denmark has several features that are rather special as compared to its neighbours and that make it an interesting subject for economic research. In particular, the area of Western Denmark

• constitutes a link between the now well integrated Nordic power market and the power markets of Germany and continental Europe
• has a significant amount of wind power capacity that makes a strong influence on the real time power provision
• has one dominant supplier, ELSAM, that occasionally can exercise market power
• has a part of the power provision (wind power and power from local CHP plants) exempt from competitive pricing through guaranteed fixed prices
• shows large price fluctuations as well as trade patterns that at times run counter to what is expected considering the price development in the neighbouring areas

In this paper we set out to explain the price and quantity fluctuations in Western Denmark during the winter season 2002-2003 that was a period with critical supply conditions in the Nordic area due to a shortage of hydro power. Several explanations are offered. These may work separately or act in concert. In particular we look at: the design and functioning of the special auction system of transmission capacity in the interface between Western Denmark and Germany; the role of the large capacity of volatile wind power, the role of the guaranteed fixed prices and the exercise of market power and gaming of the dominant power generator.

The paper seems to fit well into any of the following two proposed fundamental topics of the conference: Electric Power Market Development and Regional Energy Issues and Prospects
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